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SPC Virtual Events
Join the SPC speakers and guests on May 26 and June 3, 2020 for more virtual sessions.
These sessions cover a range of topics, including a presentation from Gregg Beckham at NREL
on the thought-provoking topic of ‘Challenges & Opportunities in Sustainable Packaging’. This
session will not be recorded or available on-demand, so please join us live by registering here!

SPC Engage Virtual
SPC Engage Virtual will be a selection of sessions centered around Sustainability Opportunities
and Challenges for Plastic Packaging hosted on June 17 - 18, 2020. Register today!

GreenBlue Composting Infrastructure Maps
GreenBlue has developed several interactive maps and charts of composting infrastructure and
supportive legislation in the United States, available on Tableau Public:
Composting Facilities in the United States
Food Waste Legislation
Composting Access by Population Density of States, Counties, and Urban Areas

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Essentials of Reusable Packaging Just Launched
The Essentials of Reusable Packaging is the most recent course in the Essentials
of Sustainable Packaging online training program. This course examines the
exciting new space of reusable and refillable primary packaging, with insight into
how companies can experiment with various reuse models by sharing case
studies of product innovations, new business models, and startups creating new
reusable and refillable packaging solutions.

UVA McIntire Sustainable Business Certification
A holistic and thorough approach to how sustainability is both influencing and
influenced by the business world; this course is an excellent foundation if you are
aiming to make sustainability a priority for your company.

GREENBLUE IN THE NEWS
COVID-19: Maintain Your Sustainable Packaging Focus
Packaging Digest
"Most companies are hyper-focused on employee safety and the economy. Here are some
important considerations for sustainable packaging during these times — and where to go
from here."

Let's Get (It) to Work!
KHS Competence
"Solving climate change means making a fundamental change in society – and this confronts
us with the ultimate question of how compatible mass consumption and sustainability really
are."

Additional Capacity and Legislation Will Help Existing Composting Facilities
Succeed
SPC
"Although compostable packaging is a small part of today’s recovery puzzle, compostable
packaging plays a critical role in brands’ future packaging goals."

Addressing Plastic Waste Recycling Through Legislation and NGO Partnerships
SPC
"Nationally and globally scaled partnerships with NGOs can help companies achieve their
sustainability goals by acting as a conduit for driving change."

RECYCLING DURING THE HEALTH CRISIS

WHAT WE ARE READING
How Online Ordering Could Cut Food Waste
GreenBiz
“This shift is a major opportunity, because ordering online can lead to big reductions in wasted
food. One reason is that we tend to make smaller but more frequent orders when buying
online. This bumps up emissions from delivery but cuts waste to such an extent that total
emissions associated with food consumed at home can fall by as much as 41 percent."

Why Plastic is a C-Suite Issue
Harvard Business Review
"Since its invention and widespread introduction into the economy some 70 years ago, plastic
has become a valuable part of business and daily life. So much so, in fact, that we have
created more than 8.3 billion metric tons of it around the world. If we were able to take all of
that plastic and turn it into a single grocery bag, it could hold the entire planet."

Sustainable Packaging: Consumers Willing to Pay More
Recycling Magazine
"And of the 74 percent who said they would pay more for sustainable packaging, nearly onefourth are willing to pay for an increased cost of 10 percent or more."

NEW SPC MEMBERS
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